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TIGERS BEAT CAROLINA IN COLUMBIA BY
MID-WINTER PROM
CLEMSON MEN TAKE PROMINENT PART
SENSATIONAL RALLY IN SECOND HALF
IN SOUTHERN AGRICULTURAL MEETING ENJOYED BY GAY
1
Clemson Wins First TigerAND
MERRY
CROWD
Gamecock Clash of 1926;
Barre, Clemson Director, Cho PRESIDENT
SIKES
HIGHWAY
TO
BE
Score 38-35
sen Vice-President of
Senior Dancing Club Hosts at)
Association
First Hop Since ChristOUTLINES PROGRAM
the second half on
PAVED THROUGH theEntering
mas Holidays
little end of a ten-point
Sixteen men who are or have
TO ATLANTA ALUMNI The spirit of the dance reigned
margin, the Clemson Tigers
been connected with Clemson were
CLEMSON
CAMPUS
on the program at the twentystaged a sensational rally in
supreme for many hours Friday
seventh annual convention of the
Southern Agricultural Workers Association. Several outstanding officers of this convention
for the
coming year were elected from these
men.
Thet convention was held in Atlaanta on Ferbuary 3rd, 4th, and
5th, and was attended by representatives of all the Southern states and
the Department of Agriculture at
Washington. Several of the representatives from other states were
Clemson graduates.
Dr. H. W. Barre, '05, director of
the South Carolina experiment station at Clemson, was elected first
vice president for the coming year.
He served as secretary-treasurer
during the past ye"3r:
Prof. J.. P. LaMaster,- Jiead of
the dajcying division, has served as
secretary cf the Dairy Section for
several years
Prof. Franklin Sherman, head of
the Clemson entomology division,
was chosen secretary of the Entomology division, was chosen secretary of the Entomology Section for
the next year.
Two Clemson men addressed the
entire body in the general sessions.
Dr. W. W. Long and D. W. Watkins
delivered very interesting speeches
during the general sessions.
The men in some way connected
with Clemson, either as graduates
or holding college postions, with
were on the program were as follows: Dr. H. W. Barre, '05 director
(Continued on page 2)

GLEE GLUB SINGS
AGAINJT PICKENS
Songbirds Make Another Hit
in Their Second
Appearance
The Glee Club broke forth into
song again last Friday night in the
town of Pickens and did themselves
right proud.
After the opening number, "Soldiers Chorus," from Faust, the audience settled themselves for complete
enjoyment of what was to follow.
And they were not to be dissappointed, for there quickly came a quartet,
a reading, and another chorus after
which Jerry, the harmless bassoprofundo, broke forth into song
and had to be recalled by his
keeper.
Following this interuption came
a solo by Mercer Ross, a saxophone
quartet, and a skit by "Jake" Cromer, who was assisted by the club
on the chorus.
Charlie Garrison
and Bryant Calhoun gave a parody
on two radio stations broadcasting.
This piece was very witty and the
boys deserve credit, as the whole
thing was impromptu.
Fred Leitzey entertained with a
skit entitled "A Bit O' Scotch."
Jake and Fred gave thir usual
black-face and song after which
came more quartets and choruses

Prominent Tiger Graduates night and the "gym" once again
rang with the cadence of the foxGather at Banquet of
trot and the rhythm of the waltz,
Atlanta Chapter
as the worries and cares of the
past week of examination were routed by the sight of the charming
(ATLANTA JOURNAL)
Dr. E. W. Sikes, recently elected visitors, who came from far and
president of Clemson college, and near for the Senior Dancing Club's
J. E. Wannamaker, one of the sev- Mid-Winter Prom.
The decorations were very simple
en original trustees appointed upon
the chartering of the college in but relieved the monotony of the
189 2, and the only surviving mem- four walls by their simplicity. Elabber of that group, were the princi- orate decorations were impossible
pal speakers at a meeting of Atlanta because the basketball team has to
alumni of the college, held Wednes- practice every day.
The officers of the club are Leday evening in the Henry Grady
roy
Simkins, President.
"Bob"
hotel.
Dr. Sikes, who has been in office Hope, Vice-President. "Jake" Wray
for one year, outlined the history Secretary-Treasurer. On the recepof the college, and gave a short tion committee were Leroy Simdescription of his program of activi- kins, "Jake" Wray, "Gee" Gignilliat,
ties. Among the important changes and Gilbert Jackscr. On the decoraWhicB »e our.i.emiuuies eiiecLiiig are tion committee vvfc'rf. "BVTL>" IIo>pe,
a lessening of the strict military "Ern" Carpenter, Enoch Cudd, A. J.
discipline of the college, and a re- Thackston, and R. E. Smith.
Dance music was furnished by the
habilitation of the high athletic
Merrimakers, of Greenville.
standing of the college.
Among those attending the dance
Mr. Wannamaker told of hii
years of association with Clemson, were:
and his belief in her high destiny.
Miss Lyall Wannamaker, of ConOther speakers were:
M. J. verse, with Cadet W. C. Brown;
Funchess, ,08, director of the Ala- Miss Bee Sterling, of Greenville,
bama agricultural experiment sta- with Cadet G. W. Gignilliat; Miss
tion, at Auburn:
R. Y. Winters, Mary Miller, of Seneca, with Cadet
'06, director of the North Carolina L. H. Simkins;
Miss
Elizabeth
agricultural experiment station, of Sheafer, of Royston, Ga., with Cadet
Raleigh; H. P. Stuckey, '0 6 director Newton Culler; Miss Nola Heath, of
of the Georgia, agricultural experi- Clemson, with Cadet Kit Hane; Miss
ment sttion, at Griffin; Dr. R. H. Sallie Wallace, of Greenville, with
Fike, '08, director of the Steiner Cadet H. E. Russell; Miss Ealonor
Cancer Clinic at Grady hospital; Joe Jordan, of Anedrson, with Cadet- Doc
Brown, of the United States Depart- White; Miss Ammie Henderson, of
ment of Agriculture, Wishington; iWlliamston, S. C, with Cadet B.
nad D. F. Folger, '16, director of F. Lenhardt; Miss Melba Johnston,
the Emory University Y. M. C. A. of Greenville, with Cadet Gary
A number of guests were present Shull; Miss Forest Burkhead, of
from the Southern Agricultural Converse, with Cadet "Red" CaughWorkers convention, being held here man; Miss Flora Pruitt, of Anderthis week.
son, with Cadet J. B. Covington;
Ray N. Benjamin, '15 is presi- Miss Sadie Smoak, of Orageburg,
dent of the local alumni chapter, with Cadet Henry Coleman; Miss
and George W. Suggs, '18, secre- "Topsy" Hagood, of Easley, with
tary.
Fifty alumni were present. Cadet Mack Salley; Miss "Jo" Dennett, of Andeson, with Cadet Jim
Darby; Miss Alice Linder with Cadet
Fred Gilmer; Miss Edith Echols,
with Mack Carpenter; Miss Lilly H.
Parrish, of Greenville, with Cadet
"Dit," Seaborn; Miss Harriett Trowbridge, of Clemson, with Cadet Ross;
Miss Hazel Rasor, of Greenville, with
At a meeting of the Junior Danc- Cadet Johnnie Batson; Miss Jane
ing Club held Monday morning, it Stembridge, of Waynesboro, Ga.,
was decided to have the next dance with Cadet Johnnie Baker; Miss
on Fiday, February 26. The cadets Moric Gregory, with Cadet Tom
and visitors who attended the Junior Kitchen; Miss Nora Collins with
Dance in October will remember Cadet Casper West; Miss Dorothy
it with no little pleasure.
This, Ellis, of Converse, with Cadet Jack
alone, is reason enough to believe M. Law;
Miss Lucia Poston, of
that the second dance sponsored Greenville ,with Cadet C. Sykes;
by this club will be even better. Miss Eloise McHugh, Clemson, with
The officers have proven them- Cadet D. P. Player; Miss Mamie
selves very capable in the past and Morton, of Greenville, with Cadet
should be able to conduct this hop W. W. Hane; Miss Anna Holmes, of
perfectly.
Greenville, with Cadet T. L. W.
Instead of having cards, as has Bailey; Miss Frances .Faust, with
been the custom in the past, it Cadet R. N. Stelling; Miss Eloise
was agreed by all members present Maxwell with E.
P.
Spencer;
to have confetti and favors instead. Miss Lib Quincy of Converse, with
The list will be open in room 147 Cadet L. Martin Heard; Miss Lewis
within the next day or two. Every- Findley, of Anderson, with Cadet L.
one who intends to go should put B. Massey; Miss Mary Jolly, of
his name on it at the earliest possi- Anderson, with Cadet Julius Lemble date.
mon; Miss Julia Pickens, of Clem-

JUNIOR CLUB TO
GIVEJEXT DANCE

Oconee and Pickens Counties
Reach Joint Agreement
for Construction
Efforts of Dr. E. W. Sikes, president of Clemson College, Prof. S.
B. Earle, director of the Engineering Department, and other college
authorities to have the portion of
State Highway No. 2 which passes
directly through the Clemson College grouds paved in the immediate
future, when Oconee County paves
that highway from Ravenel's Bridge
to a point just beyond Seneca, have
been successful and the hard-surfaced highway through the campus
will soon be a reality.
The stretch of the highway, between one aatl t'.vo miles in length,
running through the college grounds
from the point where State Highway
No. 15 from Anderson intersects
with State Highway No. 2 from
Greenville, at the Clemson Experiment Station, to Ravenel's Bridge
will be paved by joint agreement
between Oconee and Pickens counties since the road, for this distance,
is the boundary line between the
two counties.
Each county will put up ?30,000,
and will be reimbursed eventually
by
the
Highway
iDepafrtment
under the Pay-As-You-Go plan.
At Ravenel's Bridge this project
will connect with the Oconee County
paving which will hard-surface the
highway for about ten miles from
that point to the place where Highway
No. 17,
to
Westminister,
branches off from the Seneca-Walhalla portion of Highway No. 2.
Perliminary surveys for the entire
project are being made now and
actual construction will go forward
in the spring. State Highway No.
2, in which this paving will be an
important link, is the much-travelled
"Mountains-to-the-Sea," route running from Charleston, through Columbia and Greenville, to Clemson,
Walhalla, and the Blue Ridge mountain region above Walhalla in South
Carolina, Georgia, and North Carolina. It is also a link in the Piedmont Air
Line Highway
from
Greenville to Atlanta.
son, with Cadet C. H. Patrick; Miss
Sarah Pearson, of Anderson, with
Cadet Miley; Miss Kitty Rasor, of
Greenville, with Cadet Ray Richey;
Miss Mary Greer, of Greenville, with
Cadet Spencer Wright; Miss Ella
Shaw Baugh, of Greenville, with
Cadet C. T. Smith; Miss Viola Yates
with Cadet John Moore; Miss Ruth
Dean, of Williamston, with Cadet
Jack Hester; Miss Frances Wells,
of Greenville, with Cadet Dick
Thomas; Miss Amye Sloan with
Cadet M. E. Bradley Jr.; Miss Margaret Arnold, of Anderson, with
Cadet
J. O. Hicks;
Miss Lily
Holston, of Seneca, with Cadet T.
J. McGill; Miss Agnes Mansfield,
of Spartanburg, with Cadet C. A.
Bryan; Miss Polly Rush, of Ware
Shoals, with Cadet E. L. McCormac.

the second half of the basketball game with the University
South Carolina in Columbia
last night and beat the Gamecocks 38 to 35.
It was the first meeting of
the Tiger and Gamecock, ancient rivals, in the good year
1926, the first meeting of
Clemson and Carolina since
"Big Thursday" of Fair WeeK
last October, and it augurs well
for Clemson that the first battle of the year went to the
Tigers.
Nle'ws of the victory arrived
at Clemson just before press
time for this issue of The
Tiger. Full particulars will
be printed next week.

TWO BASKET GAMES
BILLEDJOR WEEK
Clemson Tigers Meet Citadel
Friday Night and Kentucky
Saturday Night
The Tigers will encounter two
fast teams here the latter part
of the week,—the Citadel on Friday night and the University of
Kentucky on Saturday night.
Both these teams are going strong
this season. The Kentuckians pushed the North Carolinians closely for
the Conference championship last
year, and they show signs of giving
a harder race this year than they
did last.
The Citadel made a splendid record last season, and have started
off to beat that record this year.
So far they are making great headway, and promise to be a shining
light in Palmetto State basketball.
Both these teams will offer the
Tiger five a hot race and some real
honest-to-goodness fight, and the
Tigertown players will have stiff
time beating either.
The Tigers are now on a state trip
on which they have two games to
play. Last night they played the
Gamecocks in Columbia, and tonight they play the Newberry Indians also on foreign ground.
The athletic fund at La Verne
College being too small to pay the
doctors fees for numerous injuries
sustained by its football players this
season, the student body voted to
bear the burden itself. The freshman class raised its quota by a benefit basketball game, the sophomores
by individual assessments and the
upper classes by methods unknown.
The fellows at La Verne are surely
backing their team! Their motto
seems to be: A stitch in time saves
the eleven.
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of Clemson men for "slinging a hot
GLEE CLUB TOURS
line."
Johnnie has now turned his ento good use, for, after
SOUTHJAROLINA thusiasm
being with the General Electric
Clemson Songsters Spreading
Mirth and Music with Six
Concerts

Founded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly, during the college
session, by the Corps of Cadets of Clemson College.

Rivals the Beauty of

the Scarlet Tanagei

Company since graduation from
Clemson, he is now in charge of
the News Bureau of that great corporation and is editing a handsome
new publication
called
"PTM,"
which is published in the interests
of the alumni of the General Electric Test Course, a course which
Johnnie took himself after finishing
his work at Clemson.
The first issue of "PTM" has recently been received at Clemson. It
is a quartely magazine published by
the General Electric Test Alumni
Asociation and sponsored by the
General Electric Company. The first
issue contains 24 pages and Is made
up of feature stories and personal
items concerning former test men.
Klenke, who was on test during
1923 and 1924, is the editor, as
well as the secretary and treasurer
of the association. He is also editor
of The Edison Club Bulletin, published monthly at Schenectady. New
York.

<Parker7>uofoUZ

RATS LOSE GAME
TO FURMAN FROSH

costs less than pens
priced lower—
Yet the 'wise man
does it, thus—

The Clemson Glee Club left Monday on its annual tour of South
Carolina.
The Tiger singers were in high
Entered as Second Class matter at the Post Office at Clemson College, spirits as their train pulled away
from Clemson, and as far as a
South Carolina.
casual observer could see, there
_ Editor.in-Chief
W. W. BRYAN
_
__
were no tears shed. The club is
J. B. CAUGHMAN
_
Business Manager
anticipating a most enjoyable trip,
T. F. ACKER
and those who made the trip last
Associate Editors
D. H. ROSS
year are confident that their exJ. K. AVENT
pectations will not be shattered, for
.... Athletic Editors
W. C. BROWN
they cannot forget the hospitality
R. H. MITCHELL
_
Associate Athletic Editor
and courtesy which they were shown
J. A. WARREN
_
Social Editor
at the various stops of their
J. H. BAKER
_
—
Club News Editor
itinerary.
Y. M. C. A. Editor
H. L. BALDWIN
The first performance was given
Joke Editor
F. B. LEITZSEY
at the Spartanburg High School on
L. E. CROMER
Monday night, and although no inAssociate Joke Editors
J. A. MILLNG "
formation has been received conJ. KERSHAW !
cerning its success, it is certain
Staff Reporters
G. E. METZ
\
that the club was received by a large
crowd.
CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT
On Tuesday night the club visitR. H. GARRISON \
Circulation Managers
ed Chicora College in Columbia,
G. H. BRODIE
and it is needless to say that the
members had a good time and showed off their best. It is nothing
unusual for a male club to do its
Outscores
best at a female school, for aren't Young Hurricane
the smiles and applause of the
Clemson Whelps With
Well, the Tiger twisted the Gamecock's tail in the first .ZuC^r^T^TZ^ for?
36-21 Count
Clemson-Carolina clash of the good year 1926. More of them,
Tonight the club will appear at
gang, more of them. Let's have more of the old victories and the Sumter High School under the
The Tiger Whelps lost their first
auspices of the Boy Scouts of tnat
less "challenges".
city, and on tomorrow night their game of the season last Wednesconcert will be sponsored in Flor- day when the Furman freshman
by the Florence High School. defeated them by the score of 3 6-21.
"Debe" Johnson has given his Winthrop girls "reveille tick- ence
After the songbirds give a show The Cubs made a strong rally in
ets" every Sunday morning by permitting them to cut break- at the Kirby Theatre in Mullins the second half but were unable
to shoot the basket for enough
fast. It looks to us as if such would be an excellent plan for on Friday night, they ' will appear points.
at Coker College, Hartsville, where
Clemson. The old sleep would certainly go well on that morn- they hope to be joined by Dr. and
The youg Hurricane started off
with a rush and was never in dan'Mrs.
E.
W.
Sikes.
This
event
will
ing.
be characterized by the exertion of ger. Burts and Callaway, the two
the same strenuous efforts exhibited forwards, dropped the ball in the
■•. . all ngles.
Just because Clemson basketball teams have been losing at Chicora College, with the addi- bask
HE starts out by figurleman, althc n .laying guard,
tion of others which wi
2 for stampeding over ladies in a rush for the door by the presence, of Dr.
ing that the Par
was the high s< irer ^r the Cubs.
when the games are over. And also razzing the referee, even SiiLeb, who are es]
Ill ;•
anxious
Duofold's 25-year Point
he dropped some shots
sn't the best in the world isn't particularly good sports- for the Club to present Ms iiest in
will outwear six or eight
their former home.
goal from the middle of the
cheap
pens, and he doesn't
manship.
Captain Haima and Davis
The happy but weary spreaders eonrK
have to figure any further.
of mirth and music will return to Batson both performed in great
Clemson Sunday night, provided style.
Stop at the nearest pen
That warm sun of Saturday and Sunday felt like spring was none
The lineup:
of the soft-hearted admirers
counter
and choose your
here. And it was welcome. The warmth felt good, for it's of the fair sex fall before the fasci- Clemson (21) Pos. Furman (36)
Point—Extra-Fine,
Fine,
Burts (1/)
little heat there has been recently in the radiators of Old Bar- nating charms of some beautiful Moore
F
Medium, Broad, Stub or
enchantness. But we hope that
racks. We speak from shivering personal knowledge. Hur- nothing too fascinating wil confront Hanna (4)
Callaway ri3)
Oblique. It will give you
F
the path of the musical representaray for Old Sol! May he stay with us.
an
appetite for writing.
O'Dell (1)
Powell
tives of Clemson.
C
THE PARKER PEN COMPANY
The men who made this trip
Washington (2)
DuofaldPencils to match the Pens: Lad)), $3;
should be congratulated for the h&rd Coleman
CLEMSON MEN PROMINENT
Over-size Jr.,$3.50; "Big Brother" OueMize.S^
G
labors and the sacrifices which they
AT SOUTHERN
Factory and General Offices
Davis (7)
have made, and upon thir talent. Batson (1)
AGRICULTURAL MEET
JANESVILLE, WIS.
G
Only those were carried who have
(Continued from first page)
Referee,
Robertson
(Furman).
worked conscientously the whole
year, and, due to the fact that the
Experiments carried on by George
entire club has worked hard, it was
very difficult to make any distinc- Washington University have estabof agricultural research in South
tions.
The personnel of the club lished the fact that the phenomenon
Carolina; Dr. W. W. Long, drector
sleep corresponds exactly to the condiof extension work in South Carolina;
The military editor of the 1926 making the trip is as follows:
First tenors: J. A. Boyd, M C tion known as "stewed," "Pickled,"
D. W. Watkins '09, assistant director 'Taps" announces the results of his
Duofold Jr. £5 "^ Lady Duofold £3
of extension work; M. J. Funchess, campaign to collect military space Crane, A. J. DuPree, C. Y. Phillips "loaded," "lit," "blotto," etc. Sleeping powders will henceforth be sold
R. N. Truluck.
Intermediate size With ring for chatelaine
'08, director of Alabama Experi- fees.
Second tenors: J. M. Atkinson, by the quart. And what bunch of
Red and Black Color Combination
ment station; R. W. Hamilton, cow
The first sergeants of the various
Reg. Trade Mark U. S. Pat. Office
pea, peanut, and soy bean specialist; companies have responded heartily W. B. Calhoun, J. B. Caughman, L sots there are in my English class!
R. Y. Winters, '06, director of North to the requests of Taps Staff this E. Cromer, F. B. Leitsey, T M. iHHHsiaiHagiHgs
Carolina Experiment Station; J. N. year, and they are to be highly Ross, E. V. H Webb.
Baritones:
J. C. Evans, C R.
Harper, former director of Clemson commended. It is seldom that
Agricultural department and Experi- cadets who have no official capacity Garrison, J. F. McGowan, W. A.
ment Station; J. D. Warner, '22, with the annual realise the tre- Shands, J. A. Warren.
Basses: D. R. Ergle, J. C. Ford, 1
assistant agronomist; C. P. Black- menduous responsibility that is
G. C. Imes, E. M. Salley, H. L!
well, former Clemson professor in thrust upon its editors.
Shands.
agronomy; L. V. Starkey, professor
In order that the annual should
Accompanist: W. L. Lippincott
of animal husbandry; Prof. J. P. be a success each man must meet
Orchestra: W. L. Lippincott, L.
LaMaster, head of dairying division; his various obligations. This year
AT —
Dr. F. A. Fenton, entomologist of the majority of the corps have paid E. Cromer, F. B. Leitzsey, T M 1
Hutchins,
G.
S.
Hutchins,
L.
G.
Florence; E. W. Dunnam, entomolo- for their military space. To them
ol' Florence; C. O. Eaddy, assistant we extend our sincere appreciation Knobloch, J. A. Boyd, J. M. Atkinson, D. R. Ergle.
entomologist; A. E. Shilletter, '14, of the cooperation.
extension horticulturist; and W. C.
The percentage ranking of the
Jensen, specialist in agricultural five highest companies are as foleconomics.
lows: E Company 83 percent, Band
These men, other than Dr. Long, 83 percent, F Company 62.7 percent,
Dr. Barre, and Mr. Watkins, spoke K Company 55.3 percent, M. Comon subjects at their respective sec- pany 4 9. percent.
tion meetings. Many other alumni
—E. W. C.
1
were present and also President
Popular Clemson Man of '23 aa
E. W. Sikes.
Smoking among college women has
Class Does Publicity Work
A Peach of a Broadcloth White Shirt at
$1.75
It is noteworthy to know that
the directors of the agricultural become such a well-established cusFor Company
a
experiment stations of four of the tom at Barnard College that rules
Come down and see a Sample "Tux" for
$35.00
southern states are Clemson gradu- for the purpose of adjusting instead
John Klenke, '23, in his college
ates. They are as follows: Dr. H. of prohibiting it are being considered days at Tigertown, was one of the
W. Barre, '05, ofthe South Carolina by the college authorities. The rules most enthusiastic promoters, and 1
station, R. Y. Winters, '06,of the on how, when, and where to smoke one of the most convincing publicity 5
\
North Carolina station, H. P. Stuckey are designed to guide college girls agents for any enterprise in which 1
J
in
the
delicacies
of
the
art
and
to
'06, of the Georgia station, and
he happened to be interested that a
M. J. Funchness, '08, of the Alabama prevent any desires to experiment ever strode the Jungle, notwith- I
with
cigars
and
pipes.
station.
IffiSHgBlHHlillHHHE^
Subscription, $1.50 the year.
Advertising rates on request
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FIRST SERGEANTS
SUCCESSFUL IN
WORKING FOR TAPS

A man has to
use his head
to figure how

'Parker _
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EDITORS OF TIGER, GAMECOCK AND
BULLDOG CONTRIBUTE TO "PARLEY-VOO"

THREE

This morning, The Parley Voo
came in through the exchange, and
an attractive issue it proved to be.
The only trouble is that so many of
the men were waiting to read it that
he paper could not stand the strain,
and after 10 minutes, it was worn
completely out. Best luck to your
paper, it's a good one, but, as a
suggestion have the ones that are
sent to Carolina printed on cloth
or cardboard so they will last longer.
Sincerely,
W. L. CROCKER,
Editor, The Gamecock.

Columbia, S. C.
Clemson, Carolina and Citadel
Friday Morning.
Scribes Write for
My dear Miss Mathewes:
Converse
When Polier, former editor of The
Gamecoks, came by yesterday afternoon and said that the Parley Voo
The editor of The Tiger broke wanted and article from the editor,
into strange print last week. Never it left us at a loss to know just
before had any of the output from what kind of a write up was wanted.
his much-battered typewriter appearAt present time, the University
ed in a girls' college publication, is under the spell of exams, and a
but The Parley-Voo, Converse Col- gloomy atmosphere predominates. Most charming conspirators—
When Miss Mathewes wrote and
lege weekly, for February 3, carried Midnight oil is being burned, or
asked
me for an article or letter to
letters from him and from the rather the midnight electricity, as
publish in Parley Voo, I realized
This one is submited by Colonel editors of The Gamecock, of the
"Wood-up!" cried the contractor,
we poor creatures try to cram enas he placed the timber on the Cole of the Clemson Military De- University of South Carolina, and ough in a few short hours to that I was the victim of a conspiracy. You plotted this out topartment:
elevator.
The Bulldog, of The Citadel.
enable us to fool the professors,
They Came Back
These three submitted thir contri- whose main ideas seem to be that gether, dear ladies, plotted to emCaptain Lee: (Finding Caughrnan
"When I was a little child," the butions at the request of Miss Clelia of the soldiers at Verdum, "They barrass a poor, bashful college boy
by making him contribute to a
asleep during reveille*).
Aran't drill sergeant sweetly adressed his Matthews, associate editor of The shall not pass!"
young ladies paper. I have always
men at the end of an exhaustive Parley-Voo, who was in charge of
you the adjutant?
But speaking of newspapers in the
on girl's newspapers
as
"Red" Caughrnan: (waking up). hour of drill, "I had a set of wooden the February 3 issue, and the Par- colleges of the state, The Parley Voo looked
No sir, but I was yesterday.
boy in the neighborhood and after ley-Voo carried the letters as fol- made the tenth for this state. The upon the Baptist Courier or the
Methodist Advocate, or something
boy in t he neighborhood and after lows :
Limestone Star and The Bull Dog
I LOVE SOU
I had been to Sunday School one
The Parly Voo is submitting this are also new arrivals in the field, of the sort, until I was jolted to
'I love you" is a queer old phrase day and listened to a stirring talk week several contributions from and each is, from gathered reports, my senses by reading that worthy
sheet, I perceived the error of my
It means so many things—
on the beauties of charity 1 was some of her masculine admirers.
becoming an institution.
ways and immediately endeavored
For often it is just what makes
softened enough to give them to
Clemson College, S. C.
Five years ago, the college news- to mend them. However, my efforts
That pay-check take on wings. him.. Then I wanted them back and
January 29, 1926.
papers of the state
were little led to my own destruction. While
cried, but my mother said, "Don't Dear Converse Girls:—
sheets, appearing spasmodically, and
The apple blossom fill the air,
cry, Berte, some day you will get
In a number of hectic years of heavily blue-penciled by the faculty, reading "Polly Parrott" (or Molly
The warbler's notes trill in the your wooden soldiers back."
newspapering on both college and but, at the meeting of the College Mix, I have forgotten which) I
breeze,
"And believe me, you lob-sided, regular papers, I have had a variety Press Association this year, the saw where "my girl," my true
love, was flaunting another pin than
And elephants tilt here and there,
mutton-headed, goofus-brained set of assignments, hard ones, easy ones,
While .crocodiles hum lullabies. of certified rolling-pins, that day long ones, short ones, usual ones, material submitted for the prizes my own. Now I ask you, have I
was of the best type and showed
right to be prejudiced against
The
jack-a-napcs
speaks
on has come."
unusual ones.
And in almost a originality. No one paper seems to agirls'
newspapers? Of course, I was
darwinism,
year of trouble as editor of The be head and shoulders above the
glad to discover my mistake but
Mr. X. makes his home in a
Tiger,
which
is
a
sheet
that
roars
rest, but all are running a neck sometimes ignorance is bliss.
A COMPOSITIONS ON KINGS
tree,
The most powerful king is wor-king for Clemson, I have given my and neck race for the coveted title.
But to return to more serious
Dinousars delve in modernism,
assistants and reporters a like variety This was shown by the awards, The
And the snake goes home with The laziest, shir-king;
of assignments. But never, in all Tiger winning the medal for the things. I am an ardent admirer of
The
wittiest,
jo-king.
the bee.
my days, did I give or receive quite best editorial, The Johnsonian win- Converse. It turns out the largest
The night falls hard on the The quietest, thin-king;
such
a proposition to write a piece ning the feature story prize, and bunch of "two-timers" of any girls'
The thirstiest, drin-king;
darkey,
about
as Miss Clelia Matthewes, the The Gamecock getting the medal for college in the state. I have always
admired a girl who could bluff betThe wind sings of flowers in The slyest win-king;
editor of this issue of The Parley the best news story.
The hottest, smo-king;
ter than I could. The only concluthe deep,
Vop, handed me this week.
The
most
popular,
nec-king.
Of
the
18
members
of
the
College
sion that can be drawn from such
And the grass creeps out to the
—Parley-Voo.
Press
Association,
10
as
mentioned
Said Miss Mathewes, "Write a leta statement is that I admire all
movie,
ter or feature article, of any length, before, heve newspapers. The schools Converse girls—they can all bluff betWhile mosquitoes lull me to
Miss Gee: "Is that your father's on any subject." Now, fair ladies having them are: Clemson, Coker, ter than I can. There was a summer
sleep.
signature?"
of Converse. I ask you, as a sensi- Lander, P. C, Carolina, Winthrop, back in 19 22 when I met a ConRat: "As near as I could get it." ble question, when I know nothing Wofford, Converse, Citadel, and G. verse girl at the beach.
In the
This weeks song hit. "Roll up
—Parley-Voo.
about any subject (the engineering W. C. Four years ago, only about words of the immortal Somebody-oryour beard grandpa, mother is going
faculty of Clemson College has just half that number could be found.
other, she came, she shot a line,
,io serve the soup."
Some skeptics have been saying, she conquered, and then, golly, how
Izzy—"Did you know the human proved that, .beyond a shadow of
body contains 40 per cent water and doubt, in their series of examina- "Oh, these college newspapers are a she kicked! That has always been
"What was all the racket in the the amount of sulphur varies?"
tions which just ended today, and joke. What good are they doing any- my bitter experience. They teach
•arber shop?"
Mary H.—"Oh, is that why some also about ended me), how can I how?," but any one who keeps tab you a lot of things besides lessons
"One of the barbers was shaving girls make* better matches
than write a letter or article of any on the exchanges soon finds that at Converse.
the editorials and frank stories
himself and trying to talk himself others?"
length about it?
My pen is going dry and I must
of the truth are doing much to
into a massage."
—Colgate Banter.
Thank you for your kind
Now in the Clemson barracks a correct evils on the respective stop.
attention.
favorite
subject
on
which
cadet
Married men have better halves
campuses.
At one school in the
He proposed to her in the automoRespectively,
but bachelors have better quarters. bile—and she accepted him in the freshmen, better known as "rat new state, within a period of two years,
"SMITTY.
boys," are required to deliver pon- the paper, through its editorial,
hospital.
derous
orations
is
"The
Whichness
caused the school to get a new
"Who brought you here?"
—Washington Dirge.
of What." Up to last week I still post office, a white way on the camAnne—Where did you get the
"A policeman."
remembered from my freshman
"Drunk?"
Speaking of infant prodigies, at days a little data on "The Which- pus, new lights in the library, and blister on your lip?
Frieda—Oh, that's just sunburn.
"I think he was, sir."
the age of three month the child ness of What," but this week was a new student-body constitution.
Anne—He must have been some
Paderwiski played on the linoleum. examination week and seven dif- Many of the colleges have eliminated
hot son.
hazing in this way.'
"What time is it?"
—Rice Owl.
ferent assorted college professors,
"I'm a bit fast."
giving to us Senior Civil Engineers
"I know, but what time is it?"
There was a girl who had a car
exams on exactly ten different subAnd everyone would date her.
jects, ranging from "Steam Engine
Cap—"Where are yau going?
I wonder if she knew that they
Theory" (a subject concerned with
Woozly one—"Don't tell
Just liked her carburetor?
♦♦♦
motive power secured from water
!
mister. Let me guess."
—Virginia Reel.
gone crazy with the heat) to Military
Science
(that
is
the
art
of
"The next person to interrupt the
"Is this milk pasteurized?"
♦t*
proceedings will be sent away," de"I guess so. I bought the new "beating out" of drill without getting
caught),
have
not
only
showed
clared the irate judge.
cow from a preacher."
up my lack of knowledge on each of ♦t*
"Hurray!" yelled the prisoner.
AND
those ten subjects, but have also
Percy: "Pardon me, but do you caused me to forget what little else
"Yes, 1 have royal blood in my serve hard-boiled eggs?"
I might have known. So I can't
veins."
Waitress: "Sure thing, Ole dear, even write of "The Whichness of
"How does that happen?"
as long as they believe themselves." What."
"Well, you see, when my father
Maybe if I could talk to you I ♦?
was a youngster, he was stung by
"Abie your shirt tail iss out.
could tell you about that deep
a Queen Bee."
JUST THE THING TO SEND THAT
"Out? Vre iss it out?"
and weighty subjects, but I'd be
"Out
vere
the
vest
begins."
afraid to get up in person before
The new night watchman at the
such a gathering of beauty as Conobservatory was watching someone
GIRL BACK HOME
verse is according to the unanimous
using the telescope.
Just then a
OH CAPTAIN, MY CAPTAIN!
star fell.
Lady on ship—"Captain, what verdict of the Clemson cadet corps.
"Begorra," said he to himself, time does the tide rise?" I must go Anyway, I surely would have a big
"that fella sure is a crack shot." down and close my portholes be- time if I could see you one at a time
and explain the entanglements and
fore it gets too high."
mysteries of that matter.
Maybe
Inquisitive—"Can you tell me why
I can sometime.
it is that widov/s have no trouble
She—"I dreamt last night that
getting married again?"
All the boys here at Clemson
I was going auto riding."
Victim—"I imagine it is because
told me to tell all you girls "hello"
He—"Tell me about it."
d^ad men tell no tales."
She—'I've forgotten the dream, in this letter. Some of the naughty
fellows even told me to give you
She—"I'm telling you for the but when I woke up I was walk- some messages that couldn't be
STATIONERY
JEWELRY
PENNANTS
ing
in
my
sleep."
last time that you can't kiss me."
transported without paying the rates
He—"Ah, I knew you'd weaken
He: "Who gave the bride away?" for sweetstuff.
eventually."
The Tiger wishes The Parley Voo
She: "Her little brother. He
COLLEGE SUPPLIES
FOUNTAIN PENS
Soph
(trying to fix stove): juped up in the middle of the much luck. May you all. have a hapceremony and shouted 'Now you're py Washington's Birthday, a glori
"Freshman, call me a janitor."
ous spring holiday, a successful
Freshman:
"All right!
You're got him Fanny.' "
Commencement, a safe and sane
a janitor."
WE SOLICIT ORDERS FOR JEWELRY
Colored visitor to hispital (to the Fourth of July, a merry Christmas,
and
a
happy
New
Year.
nurse—How
is
John
Smith
today?"
English teacher—"Who were the
Yours for fewer classes and mor<
Nurse—He is convalescing now.
four horsemen?"
Visitor—Oh, he is?
Well, I'll holidays,
Johnnie—"Paul Revere, Theodore
W. W. ("Baldhead'M BRYAN.
hang
around
untill
he's
Roosevelt, Jesse James, and Barney just
^$H$M$~»~^*<M$~$~$<M£<M£^
Editor, The Tiger.
through.
Google."
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THE

NEW EVENTS BILLED
CLUBS AND SOCIETIES
FOR TECH RELAYS

H. Kavanaugh of Philadephia will
speak at the meeting during the
first of April.
The next meeting will be held
on Monday evening.
Every member is urged to be present at this
time.

A. S. M. E. MEETS
Several business matters were
Clemson Team With Many
settled at the meeting of the A. S.
Others to Compete in South- M. E .on Monday night. Arrange- .... A. S. C. E. Hears Lecture
The local chapter of the A. S.
ments for future speakers were C. E. heard an illustrated lecture
ern Relay Meet
announced.
on "Portland Cement" last ThursThe members signed to get mem- day afternoon. All civil engineerWith the advent of balmy days
that betoken the approach of spring, bership cards, and pins for this ing students of the three upper
thoughts at Tigertown are rapidly chapter were decided upon. Plans classes were invited, and a large
turning to the hot-weather sports. were made to hold regular meet- attendance enjoyed the meeting.
The lecture, given by J. B. McKerSoon the track team will be out, ings twice a month from this time
ley, began with a brief history of
limbering up for the hard races on.
Mr.
McKerley
Prof. W. C. Phoebus of the Physics Portland cement.
of the season.
In this connection it is interest- Department will give an illustrated also gave interesting talks on each
ing to know that plans are being lecture on "X-rays" at an early slide which brought out many demade by Georgia Tech athletic date. This lecture is sure to be tails that would have been missed
otherwise.
a-uthorities for the Georgia Tech of great interest to everyone.
The slide showed each process
It was announced that Prof. W.
Southern Relay Carnival, in which
the Clemson track team will participate on April 10, that assure this
meet of being one of the biggest
track and field events ever held South
of the Mason-Dixon line.
As hinted above, Clemson's team,
led by Captain Wallace Roy, will
soon be getting in trim. The following story from The Atlanta Journal tells of Tech's preparations for
the Relay Carnival:
With plans for the fourth annual
Tech intercollegiate and interscolastic relay carnival on Grant field
Saturday, April 10, under way, news
from the leading universities and
dTT The question is sometimes asked:
prep schools over the south is
^\, Where do young men get when
pouring into the committee which
they enter a large industrial organiindicates the carnival this year will
far outclass any in the past. This
zation? Have they opportunity to
season the program contains many
exercise creative talents, or are they
new events and is larger than the
forced into narrow grooves?
other three with a variety of sprint
relays which will see the leading
This series of advertisements
runners in
collegiate
circles in
throws light on these questions. Each
action. So far the schedule has been
advertisement takes up the record of
sent to all leading institutions and
a college man who came with the
the replies are coming back thick
and fast for further information,
Westinghouse Company after gradwhich is in itself proof that the
uation and within the past ten years.
classic will assembele the cream of
the cinder stars of the section.
Interest in the relay is running
high at Tech and the boys ha
:
.- dourer! thei- abbreviated cosBarron. This iy the first
year at Tech for Barron. Lhe former
Penn State star, intercollegiate hardies champion and Olympic star.
During the last cross-country season his harriers tied with V. P. I.
for the five-mile conference championship with Captain Lindsey Roberts establishing a new record for
the course.
Barron is intending entering a
ill team in every event and to
o that it requires the services of
fifty track athletes. To recruit this
Idi-ge number the Jacket mentor is
rounding up all prospects and will
begin sending them through daily
workouts from now on.

Talented Singers Give Pleasing Program in Chapel
Saturday Night
The Criterion Male Quartet of
New Vork City, which has for the
past several years been a standard
Concert male quartet of the country,
gave a very pleasing concert in the
college chapel last Saturday night
The
program
included
many
favorite selections of musicians and
lovers of
master
compositions.
Judging from the interest and enthusiasm with which the quartet was
received, it was enjoyed more than
any company
that the
Lyceum
Course has brought, here this year.
The voices of the singers blended
in perfect hormony. They were most
pleasing in quality, excellent in
enuciation, and possessed power that
is unusual. The members of the
Quartet possess very pleasing personalities.
The Quartet is known throughout
the country by its records, having
sung for Victor, Edison, Emerson,
Brunswick and Gennett recordproducing companies. Their records
are most popular and in demand.
The quartet will now sing, "You
Can't Keep a Bad Drink Down."

in the preparation of the cement
from the quarrying of the rock
to the completion of the process.
The power units were also shown.
The last slides gave an explanation of the Portland Cement Association.
Arrangements have beeen made
to obtain several other selections
of slides to be shown at other
occasions.
No civil engineering
student can well afford to miss any
of these.
Collegiate football is not the only
university sport that helps to supply
the professional field. Nine of the
men who will wear Chicago White
Sox uniforms when the club enters
spring training at Shreveport, La.,
March 1 are former varsity baseball
stars. Among the colleges represented are Columbia, Princeton, and the
Universities of Texas and Illinois.

Engineer!
Arrest that Bolt
THE Sales Department was
talking in emphatic and easily
understood language. It was saying, "We want action."

JOSEPH SLEPIAN

CRITERION QUARTET
PLEASESJUDIENCE

FEBRUARY 10, 1926.

TIGER

At Westinghouse, action in many
cases is another word for research.
And research works toward selected

goals. In this case the goal was for new apparatus
to make unchained lightning more respectful of
power plants, lines and equipment.
Today, as a consequence, the electrical industry
is the beneficiary of the "Autovalve Lightning
Arrester", perfected to a degree of efficiency, long
service and universal utility never dreamed of before. Behind that picture you find Joseph Slepian,
With two degrees from Harvard, he started
training in our East Pittsburgh Shops in 1916.
A year later he entered the Research Department.
This was the lightning arrester situation which
Slepian took into the research camp: There were
two different types of apparatus. One, called the
multi-gap, was used chiefly on poles of distribution circuits. When lightning struck, it frequently

Upper classmen at the University
of California wear corduroy trousers.
Their class loyalty is judged by the
amount of dirt they are able to accumulate. Sometimes a pair ol
"cords" is worn for two years without being subjected to the indignity
of the wash tub. The frabic of the
cloth is indistinguishable from th«
dirt that covers it.
Anitoch College, Ohio, has published a bulletin entitled "Tobacco and
Scholarship." This bulletin is the result of an investigation among the
students there to find the effect of
smoking on physique and soholarship. In athletics the non-smokers
do better than the smokers, and the
scholarship
of non-smokers
was
found to be much higher than that of
smokers, while light smokers held
higher scholastic standing than
heavier smokers.

^•»'&i.f«^x _

caused transformer troubles and damaged equipment. For high-voltage application there was
the cumbersome electrolytic arrester. Its performance was good enough. But it required constant attention; was costly of upkeep; and could
not be used on poles.
When Slepian perfected the Autovalve Arrester, the demand was so great that orders could not
be filled. It was entirely new. One type of apparatus solved the whole problem — no more
costly care. It stands up indefinitely, whether
used on poles or on the ground—sufficient
reasons for yearly sales exceeding $2,000,000.
Such results may depend as much on a phase of
an engineer's past training as on his immediate research. Take the radio horn which gives the natural
tone to Radiola sets. It was Slepian's mastery
of mathematics, in which he specialized at Harvard, which contributed toward that big advance
in the early days of loud-speaker popularity.
The man with "hidden reserves" is constantly
finding them called upon to "climb peaks and cross
mountains" in institutions like Westinghouse.

Westinghouse

FEBRUARY 10

1926.
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through throwing the ball to a baseMINOR CHANGES MADE IN PLAYING
man, rather than to the catcher. The CUPID GETS HA, HA,
amended rule now reads that with
the batsman in his proper position
CAMPUS NOTES
"the ball shall not be thrown by the
RULES RY RASERALL COMMITTEE pitcher
FROM
STUDENTS
AT
to any player other than the
The Thursday Bridge Club met
Game Little Affected by New
catcher except in an attempt to reflies effective in all the cases where tire a base runner." If repeated afat the home of Mrs. Harcombe last
NORTHWESTERN UNIV. week.
Regulations Passed at
runners are advanced a base. Hither- ter warnings by the umpire, the rule

*

Winter Meeting

to a sacrifice has been allowed on a
fly ball hit when a runner scored
after the catch.
A few minor changes in baseRevision of the pitching regulaball rules were made recently at a
joint meeting of the major and minor tions to permit the use of resin, apby the committee yesterday,
leagues rules committee. These proved
was written into the rules today, reamendments to the regulations for quiring that "under the supervision
the national game, however, do not and control of the umpire, the pitchmake any radical revisions, being er may use, to dry his hands, a small,
devoted chiefly to clearing up doubt- finely meshed bag containing powful points.
dered resin furnished by the league."
Many of the clauses of the league No application of the resin to the
rules, of corse, do not apply to col- ball will be permitted, the committee
lege baseball, but as the actual play- announced.
ing rules are those used for the colBalls, hit into grandstands, to
lege game as well, the action .caken count as home runs in the future
at the winter meeting of the rules must travel 250 feet, an increase of
committee will be of interest at 15 feet over the former limit. Major
Clemson, especially in view of the league parks, however, will not be
fact that the present spring weather affected by the change.
is bringing thoughts of the horseCoaching boxes at first and third
nide and hickory to Tigertown.
bases were reduced to 15 feet recThe following article, clipped from tangles, the rest spell between douthe daily papers gives details as to bleheaders was increased from 10 to
the changes in rules:
15 minutes, while winning home runs
New York, Jan. 30 (By A. P )
in the last holf of the ninth, to be
Revision and clarification of the play- scored as four base hits, will hereafing regulations, including extension ter require the batsman to complete
of home run park limits and a more the circuit. It was explained by the
liberal application of the sacrifice committee that in some games last
fly rule, today requires approval of year, where singles were required
almost 100 changes by the joint rules to win, batters who had driven the
committee of the major and minor ball into the stands touched only
baseball leagues at the closing meet- first base and then ran to the clubing of a two day session.
house.
Most of the amendments necessiThe committee hit at violation of
tated only slight modifications to the intentional pass rule from an
meet possible contingencies, the out- unusual angle, taking steps to prestanding change making sacrifice vent the issuing of bases on balls

adds, the pitcher shall be removed
from the game.
Another change provides that no
substitutions shall be made while the
ball is in play, complaint having been
made by a minor league club that a
player substituted for a catcher just
as the ball was thrown to the plate
by the pitcher made a foul fly catch
near the dugout.
Belay of an hour and a half in a
game last year resulted in a rule
amendment deleting the clause giving
the umpire permission to prolong
contests after a 30 minute intermission on account of rain. The rule
now reads that at the end of a half
hour the "umpire sail have authority
to end the game."
Hurlers who make wild pitches on
third strikes will no longer be credited with strikeouts. Futhermore,
under a change made today, they will
be credited with errors on such misplays, where the batter reaches first
base.

(The American Campus.)
Northwestern University has decreed against students marriages,
under threat of expulsion.
But, "Cupid seems to be giving
the old fogies the
merry-ha-haagain,"
says The Daily Northwestern. He refuses to be legislated
against.
"You can ban our marriages, but
we're got to have a little lovin- and
a little pettin.' " In this manner
have the co-eds at Northwestern
answered back. "And we're making
it legal so the prudes can't backfire."
Love Per Contract
This is being accomplished by "A
Contract of Impermanent Love,
which defines and establishes petting
parties and college crushes.
The compact declares that the
party of the first part avows his
impermanent love and affection for
the party of the second part, in consideration of the avowal of her corresponding love by the party of
Miss Sheridan—G. G., please tell the second part.
me what it is, when I say:
I
Party of the second part agree
love he loves,
to provide a satisfactory number of
G- G.—That's one of them triang- evenings at home with a minimum
les where somebody gets shot.
amount of illumination.

At the conclusion of the game a
salad course was served.
A delightful sewing party was
given at the home of Mrs. Marshall
last Friday afternoon. A most enjoyable sweet course with coffee
was served.
An afternoon tea was given last
Thursday by Mrs. J. N. Peck in
honor of Mrs. Hallenback. About
forty guests were present during
the afternoon.
Mrs. Hallenback and her father,
Mr. Barbou, of Syracuse, N. Y.
are visiting Mrs. Peck.
An evening bridge party was
given last Thursday by Dr. and Mrs.
R. O. Feely in honor of Mrs. Peely's
sister, Miss Carmac.
A Father and Son banquet was
given last Monday evening by the
Boy Scouts.
Mrs. Logan Marshall entaretained
three tables of bridge on Tuesday
Morning.
A delightful luncheon
was served.
Mrs. J. M. Johnson has returned
from a visit of several weeks in
Virginia.
Dr. and Mrs. Young were present
at the game Monday evening and
were guests of Rev. and Mrs. S. L.
Crouch.
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WE DID OUR REST
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With the last minute rush before the R. O. T. C.
inspection, and although we pressed every article

i
I

of clothing that was brought to us, we were unable
Bs

W hen it's a rainy
night—and with three crafty
bridge players your luck
is running wild
—have a Camel!

M
|

to clean the articles. Bring them back to be cleaned.

C. TAYLOR
You've Tried the Rest, now Try the Best.
[IBliaESHSSHllBHSSHHSSIlHSmMMBiHgiSBHBlllSiaSSSllSISHSHlimml

WHEN the dark skies are
pouring rain outside.
And fickle fate deals you
hands at bridge that you
play with consummate
skill—have a Camel!

JOHN 0, GALHOUN
HOTEL
H *

For Camel is the silent
partner that helps every
deserving player win his
game. Camels never hurt
or tire the taste, never
leave a trace of cigaretty
after-taste. Regardless of
the gold you spend,
you'll never get choicer
tobaccos than those
rolled into Camels.

ANDERSON, S. C.

125 Rooms

100 Baths

Excellent Cuisine

* 1

OUR

BUSINESS IS
FOUNDED UPON THE
UNDERLYING PRINCIPLES OF

k. 1

j
B

1

SUCCESS

GREENVILLE SHOE HOSPITAL
.r

So this evening as you
ply your unerring skill,
evoke then the mellowest fragrance that ever
came from a cigarette.
Have a Camel!
Camels represent the utmost in cigarette quality. The
choicest of Turkish and Domestic tobaccos are blended into
Camels by master blenders and the finest of French cigarette
paper ts made especially for them. Into this one brand is
concentrated all of the knowledge, all of the skill of the
world's largest organization of expert tobacco men.

Represented by
usual
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Our highest wish, if you
do not yet know Camel
quality, is that you try
them. We invite you to
compare Camels with
any cigarette made at
any price.
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Company
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SPORTS

BASKETEERS ON STATE TRIP
RATS GET REVENGE
GN FURMAN FROSH

ft"

Young Tigers Beat Indoor
Hurricane in Greenville
By Fighting Rally

Tiger Basketeers showed great improvement in their game
by defeating Carolina last night by a score of 38 to 35. This
was indeed an upset of the basketball dope. Tigertown expects many more such upsets to occur if the Clemson team
continues to exhibit the form that it has displayed in the last
few games. The student body should never give up hope, but
should stand by this battling team to the bitter end.
Company basketball is progressing very satisfactorily. Each
night practice is held for certain designated companies, under
the supervision of Coach Richards. The coach is very much
impressed with the spirit that is manifested by the student j
body. He thinks that he is gradually discovering many pros
pective athletes for future varsities.
The tennis courts at Clemson are in a very deplorable state
of neglect. Were these courts in the best of condition, they
would be inadequate to accommodate the percentage of a
thousand men who desire to play this game at Clemson. In
the humble opinion of many, the least thing that the Athletic
Association could do would be to keep these courts in better
condition, and at their earliest possible opportunity make arrangements for the building of other courts.

PS M& DOT W0FF0R0 TERRIERS
DOWNJTiGER FIVE
:. . I HIGH TEAM
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Clemson Freshmen Win Tight
Game in Greenville by
36-31 Score

Habel, Captain of Visiting
Team, Star of Game Here
Saturday Night

Playing in great style the Tiger
Whelps defeated the fast quintet
at Parker high school last Thursday night by the tune of 36 to 31.
At the end of the first half the
Parker lads were leading 27-26.
The comeback that the Cubs had
was too much for them and it was
not long until the high school bovs
had the small end of the score.
The game see-sawed back and
forth during the first half. At one
time the young Tigers were ahead
and at another time the Parker
boys had
the lead.
By taking
chances at long shots, the Cubs
forged ahead at the latter part of
the second half, never to be overcome again .
Coach Richards did not make a
single substitution. The first team
functioned smoothly throughout tbe
entire forty minutes of play.
L. Co'.eman. former Parker high
star, was the main factor in the
defeat of his alma mater. He was
ever alert in his guarding and it
seemed as if he could not miss
the basket. When the final whistle
blew he had 13 points to his credit.
O'Dell was the next highest with
10 points registered by his name.
Captain Hanna rang up 6 markers.

Defeat visited the Tiger lair again
on Saturday night when the Wofford
College basketball team downed the
Clemson team by a margin of four
points, gained in the last four minutes of the game. The contest was
filled with interest and excitement
throughout, and was not without
several breathless moments of suspense.
Habel, captain of the Terrier
team, was the star of the game.
He was skillful with the ball, his
accuracy in shooting was remarkable, and he played with a cool
swiftness that was hard to combat.
The Tiger team was slow in getting
started, as a result of which Wofford amassed a score at the start
that kept them in the lead until
the second period.
Palmer and Eskew were hard
put to hold the Wofford forwards
in leash, but their efforts were not
entirely furtile.
More times than
one they wrecked some beautiful
plays and checked the visitors'
advance. The entire Tiger machine
fought well and hard, but the Terriers had the advantage.
At the end of the half, Wofford j
led with a score of 13 'to 9, but
in the second period the Tigers
came back strong and by the middle of that half they held the lead.
Each team was alternately in the
lead until in the last three minutes
the Terriers annexed five points
and held the local five until tbe
pistol was fired.
Wofford (25)
Clemson (21)
Habel (11)
Allison (2)
RF
Lindsay (2)
Mundy
LF
Shuler (4)
McGlone
C
Staples
Midkiff
RG
Smith (4)
Palmer (4)
LG
Substitutes: Wofford: Brockman
(4); Clemson:
Roy (3) Newman
(4) Brock (2) Hendee (3) Eskew
(1) Martin (2).

Parker high (31) Pos. Clemson (35)
F. Cambeil (6)

A. Coleman (4)
F

F. Thomas (7)

Hanna (6)
F

C. Barbare (1)
L. Crain (11)

O'Dell (10)
Batson (2)
G

L. Davis (0)
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L. Coleman, (13)
G
Sub. Freer for Thomas. W. Heath
(4) tor Campbell. C. Heath (2) for
Barbare. Clemson substitutions none.
Score by quarters:
Parker
13 23 27 31
Clemson
9 16 26 35
Referee Jones Parker:
Linekeeper Heath.
Morganhan Y. Score
Campbell, Parker.

The Whelps took revenge for the
defeat that the Furman rats handed
them last week by returning the
small side of the score to them last
Monday night in Greenville. The
Cubs were running true to form.
During the first half it looked as
if the youg Hurrican was going
to repeat the feat of last week
but the second half had a different
tale to tell.
It ended 29 to 26
in favor of Clemson.
Furman stated by scoring a foul"
O'Dell put things in Clemson's favor
when he shot a beautiful field goal.
During the first ten minutes there
was little scoring done. Both teams
resorted to the defensive game.
It was not long however until
the Furman lads began to drop
the ball in the basket. The Cubs
made a goal or so but could not
equal the scoring of their opponents.
Things were beginning to look dismal for the Cubs. The first twenty
minutes ended with Furman on the
big end of a 19 to 9 score.
With that indomitable spirit in
their blood, the Whelps entered the
second half determined to overcome
the ten point lead.
They started
of with a rush and simply swept
the wearers of the purple and white
off their feet. The Cubs could not
miss the basket.
Furman made
only one field goal during the entire
second half.
Captain
Hanna was
the high
scorer of the event with 8 points
to his credit. He played in jamup style until he was forced from
the game in the second half by
personal fouls.
O'Dell was riex*
highest with 5 points by his name
Dawson, substituting at center for
Gibson, was
the main factor in
the defeat of the Hurricane. He
shot 2 field goals at the time that
they were most needed.
Batson
played his usual good game at
guard.
The game was fast and furious
from the first whistle until the
last. The Whelps had 2 2 fouls called on them.
Three were forced
from the game for having four
personal fouls called against them.
Clemson (29) Pos. Furman (36)
Coleman
Burts (C)
F
Hanna
Calloway
F
Gibson
Powell
C
O'Dell
Washington
G
Batson
Davis
G
Substitutions: Clemson, Lawson,
Sanders, Pressly, Marshall; Furman,
Lawton.
—R. H. M.

Tigers' chief difficulty seemed to lie
in their inability to get the ball
through the iron ring. They missed
many easy shots and had to depend
largely on fouls for the score.
Clemson (20)
Pos.
Furman 36)
Hendee (4)
Dorman (23).
F
Newman (4)
Smith (1)
F
Roy
Brabham
C
Eskew (4)
Byrne (2)
G
G
Palmer (2)
Wilkins (6)
Substitutes:
Clemson:
Allison,
Mundy (3). Martin, Midkiff, Brock.
Furman: Blackwell, Gibson, Davis,
Funderbunk (4), Wilkins.
Referee, McLean (Newberry.)

BLUESTOCKINGS WIN
OVER CLEMSON TEAM
Presbyterian Quintet Leads by
Three Points After
Ragged Game
The Tiger basketball team lost
its third state game here Monday night in a see-saw battle, from
which the Bluestockinged quintet
of P. C. emerged victorious 21-18.
Neither team displayed any exceptional ability, the passing being
bad, and both sides missing many
easy shots. Huter, of P. C. and
Roy of Clemson were the outstanding players, Roy scoring twelve
of the Tigers' eighteen points.
At the half the score was 12-11
in the Tigers' favor, but in the
second half P. C. came back with
renewed energy and took the lead.
The score then zig-zagged up,
first one team and then the other
leading by one point alternately,
until the Tigers raised two joints
and called, but the P. C. tiuncn
had an ace turned down.
They
won by a three point margin.
Roy and Eskew showed up well,
while Midkiff was very active at
the other guard position.
Hunter, of P. C. was the most
dangerous man on the Blustockings'
squad.
His form was good, and
his. support would have been exceptionally brilliant under other conditions.
Both teams seemed to have an
off day Monday. The P. C. aggregation was minus three of its men,
Dugan, Stamps, and Wilson having
been barred from playing last Saturday.
p
- C. (21)
Clemson (18)
Moffatt (2)
Newman (2)
F
Hunter (7)
Brock (2)
F
Robinson (5)
R.oy (12)
G
Walker (4)
Eskew
Witherspoon (1)
Midkiff
G
Substitutes. P. c.: Timmons (2)
Clemson: McGlone, Mitchell, Hendee (2).

SPORTS
FLINT RHEM SHOWS
HIS BOSS GLORIES
OF CAROLINA GOAST
Famous Ex-Clemson Pitcher
Takes Branch Rickey
Turkey Hunting
Flint. Rhem, the "Big Smoky"
baseball hurler who won all-Southen
fame a few seasons back while
hooping the fast ones down the
groove for Tiger nines and is now
a member of the St. Louis Cardinals, has recently been showing his
boss, the honorable Branch Rickey,
head of the Cardinals, some of the
sports of South Carolina.
At his home at Gergetown, ihe
ex-Tiger hurler has been entertaining" Rickey, the far-famed baseball
expert, and the two have been hunting the turkey and other wild denizens of the coast country.
The following item from The
Georgetown Times tells of Flint and
Rickey's hunts:
Flint Rhem. celebrated ball player, who hails from this county and
Brand Rickey, manager and vice
president of the St. Louis Cardinals, are visiting Mrs. D. D. Rhem
here. These famous baseball players are taking a needed rest, and
are going in for a little sport,
realizing that their season of hard
work will soon start. It is understood they will report to the training grounds of the St. Louis Cardinals in Texas in the spring.
While on a hunt recently, Flint
Rhem shot two wild turkeys. One of
the birds came flapping to the
ground at once, but the other was
not injured very seriously and attempted to make its escape. The
bird would fly for a small distance
and then hobble rapidly 6veTgr6u3a"
Mr. Rickey and the dog that accomnanied the hunters, immediately
followed in pursuit and after an
exciting chase the turkey was captured. Mr. Rickey declared that it
was great sport and that he had
great fun in helping the dog run
clown the turkey.
Six sophomores of Wesleyan University were arrested and jailed by
police during a demonstration at a
freshman banquet recently.
Soup
was being served at the time and
no one could hear the sophs enter.
They were betrayed by the crash of
broken glass and crockery when one
of their number was precipitated
through a draft circulator into one
of the tables.

Approximately 551 courses will be
TIGERS LOSE TO
offered next summer in the 33rd
summer session of the University of
Mirhigan. Johnny Beer claims to
PURPLE QUINTET Tulane.
have taken every course offered at
We dare him to go to Michi-

Furman Hits the Basket While gan.
Clemson Shots Miss and
Silk stockings for freschman girls
Score is 36-20
have been banned at West Virginia
University. Only plain black cotton
Clemson lost to Furman here last may be used. Freshman boys likeWednesday, 3 6 to 20. The game wise must be heeled and toed in
was hotly contested, and the Tiger black cotton hose.
machine showed up well, but luck
seemed to be with the visitors. Each
varsity team used many substitutes
and many fouls were marked against
both sides.
Dorman, of Furman,
was the visiting star of the evening.
He was very successful in
eluding
the Tiger
guards, and
registered a total of twenty-three
points.
Hendee and Newman played stead
ily throughout the game, and Eskew
made himself felt several times
in spilling Hornet advances. "Bud"
Eskew and Walt Martin worked well
together as a guarding combination,
and undoubtedly held the visiting
Hurricane to fewer points. The

NEW HANDY PACK

Fits hand —'
pocket and purse
More for your money
end the best Peppermint
t^S P. K. Handy Pack
^ noV^L ^er't Counter G7 fc

